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Announcements

❑ Project proposal grading is done:
o Average is 8.75, Max is 9.5, and Min is 8.

❑HW1 grading is done:
o Average is 8.5, Max is 11, and Min is 0.

❑HW2 will be released on Thursday
o Make your personal account in https://beta.openai.com/playground

❑ Midterm report due by November 11
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https://beta.openai.com/playground
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Drawback of Transformer

❑ Quadratic compute in self-attention: 
o Computing all pairs of interactions means our computation grows quadratically 

with the sequence length! For recurrent models, it only grew linearly! 
o Reduce 𝑂(𝑇^2) all-pairs self-attention cost?

❑ Position representations: 
o Are simple absolute indices the best we can do to represent position? 
o Relative linear position attention [Shaw et al., 2018] 
o Dependency syntax-based position [Wang et al., 2019]
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Reduce 𝑂(𝑇^2) all-pairs self-attention cost?

❑ LinFormer [Wang et al., 2020]; O(T^2) -> O(T)
o Map the sequence length dimension to a lower-dimensional space for values, keys
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Reduce 𝑂(𝑇^2) all-pairs self-attention cost?

❑ BigBird [Zaheer et al., 2021]
o Replace all-pairs interactions with a family of other interactions, like local windows, 

looking at everything, and random interactions.
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TRANSFORMER VARIANTS
Lots of focus on reducing the 
computational complexity of 
transformer models.



Scaling up Transformer
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http://hal.cse.msu.edu/teaching/2020-fall-deep-learning/14-nlp-and-transformers/#/22/0/9

http://hal.cse.msu.edu/teaching/2020-fall-deep-learning/14-nlp-and-transformers/


Summary

❑ Transformers are a new neural network model that only uses attention 
(and many other training tricks!!)

❑ However, the models are extremely expensive
❑ Improvements (unfortunately) seem to mostly come from even more 

expensive models and more data
❑ If you can afford large data and large compute, transformers are the go to

architecture, instead of CNNs, RNNs, etc. 
o Why? On our way back to fully-connected models, throwing out the inductive bias of 

CNNs and RNNs.
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Brief notes on subword modeling
❑We assume a fixed vocab of tens of thousands of words, built from train set. 
❑ All novel words seen at test time are mapped to a single UNK.
❑ Finite vocabulary assumptions make even less sense in many languages.

o Many languages exhibit complex morphology, or word structure. 
o Swahili verbs can have hundreds of conjugations, each encoding a wide variety of information. 

(Tense, mood, definiteness, negation, information about the object, ++)
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The byte-pair encoding algorithm
❑ Subword modeling in NLP encompasses a wide range of methods for reasoning about 

structure below the word level. (Parts of words, characters, bytes.) 
o The dominant modern paradigm is to learn a vocabulary of parts of words (subword tokens). 
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Neural Machine Translation of Rare Words with Subword Units, ACL 2016

Google’s Neural Machine Translation System: Bridging the Gap between Human and Machine Translation, 2016

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byte_pair_encoding

❑ Byte-pair encoding is a simple, effective strategy for 
subword modeling
o 1. Start with a vocabulary containing only characters and an 

“end-of-word” symbol.
o 2. Using a corpus of text, find the most common pair of 

adjacent characters “a,b”; add subword “ab” to the vocab. 
o 3. Replace instances of the character pair with the new 

subword; repeat until desired vocab size. 
❑ Originally used in NLP for machine translation; now a similar 

method (WordPiece) is used in pretrained models.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byte_pair_encoding


Word structure and subword models

❑ Common words end up being a part of the subword vocabulary, while 
rarer words are split into (sometimes intuitive, sometimes not) 
components.
o In the worst case, words are split into as many subwords as they have characters.
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Recap: pre-trained word embeddings

❑ Before 2017: 
o Start with pretrained word embeddings (no context!)
o Learn how to incorporate context in an LSTM or 

Transformer while training on the task. 

❑ Some issues to think about: 
o The training data we have for our downstream task 

(like question answering) must be sufficient to teach 
all contextual aspects of language. 

o Most of the parameters in our network are randomly
initialized!
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movie gets the same word embeddings, 
regardless of what sentence it appears.



Recap: pre-trained whole embeddings

❑ In modern NLP: 
o All (or almost all) parameters in NLP networks are 

initialized via pretraining. 
o Pretraining methods hide parts of the input from the 

model, then train the model to reconstruct those parts. 

❑ This has been exceptionally effective at building 
strong: 
o representations of language 
o parameter initializations for strong NLP models. 
o probability distributions over language that we can 

sample from
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This model has learned how to represent 
entire sentences through pretraining



What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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University of Minnesota is located in _____, Minnesota.

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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University of Minnesota is located in _____, California.

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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I put ___ fork down on the table.

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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The woman walked across the street, checking for 
traffic over ___ shoulder

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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I went to the ocean to see the fish, turtles, seals, and _____. 

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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Overall, the value I got from the two hours watching it was the sum total 
of the popcorn and the drink. The movie was ___.

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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Iroh went into the kitchen to make some tea. Standing next to Iroh, Zuko 
pondered his destiny. Zuko left the ______

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


What can we learn from reconstructing the input?
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I was thinking about the sequence that goes 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, ____ 

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased

https://huggingface.co/bert-large-uncased


Pretraining through language modeling

❑ Recall the language modeling task:
o Model the probability distribution over words 

given their past contexts. 

❑ Pretraining through language modeling: 
o Train a neural network to perform language 

modeling on a large amount of text. 
o Save the network parameters.
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The Pretraining / Finetuning Paradigm
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Step 1: Pretrain (on language modeling) 
Lots of text; learn general things!
Serve as parameter initialization.

Step 2: Finetune (on your task) 
Not many labels; adapt to the task!



Pretraining for three types of architectures

❑ Simple left-to-right language models! 
❑ Nice to generate from; can’t condition on future words 
❑ Examples: GPT-2, GPT-3, LaMDA
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Decoders

Encoders

Encoder-
Decoders

❑ Gets bidirectional context – can condition on future! 
❑ Masked language models
❑ Examples: BERT, RoBERTa

❑ Good parts of decoders and encoders? 
❑ What’s the best way to pretrain them? 
❑ Examples: (default) Transformer, T5, BART



Pretraining and finetuning decoders

❑ When using language model pretrained decoders, we can 
ignore that they were trained to model 

❑ We can finetune them by training a classifier on the last 
word’s hidden state. 

❑ Gradients backpropagate through the whole network.
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where A and b are randomly initialized and specified by 
the downstream task. 

[Note how the linear layer hasn’t been 
pretrained and must be learned from scratch.]



Pretraining and finetuning decoders

❑ It’s natural to pretrain decoders as language models and then 
use them as generators, finetuning the decoder: 𝑃! 𝑤" 𝑤#:"%#)

❑ This is helpful in tasks where the output is a sequence with a 
vocabulary like that at pretraining time! 
o Dialogue (context=dialogue history) 
o Summarization (context=document) 
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where A, b were pretrained in the language model!

[Note how the linear layer 
has been pretrained.]



Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT)

❑ 2018’s GPT was a big success in pretraining a decoder! 
o Transformer decoder with 12 layers. 
o 768-dimensional hidden states, 3072-dimensional feed-forward 

hidden layers. 
o Byte-pair encoding with 40,000 merges 
o Trained on BooksCorpus: over 7000 unique books.

Contains long spans of contiguous text, for learning long-distance 
dependencies.
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[Radford et al., 2018]



Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT)

❑How do we format inputs to our decoder for finetuning tasks?
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[Radford et al., 2018]

The linear classifier is applied to the representation of the [EXTRACT] token.



Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT)

❑GPT results on various natural language inference datasets.
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[Radford et al., 2018]



Effect of Pretraining in GPT 
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Increasingly convincing generations (GPT2)

❑ GPT-2, a larger version of GPT trained on more data, was shown to 
produce relatively convincing samples of natural language
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[Radford et al., 2018]



Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT)
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Pretraining for three types of architectures

❑ Simple left-to-right language models! 
❑ Nice to generate from; can’t condition on future words 
❑ Examples: GPT-2, GPT-3, LaMDA
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Decoders

Encoders

Encoder-
Decoders

❑ Gets bidirectional context – can condition on future! 
❑ Masked language models
❑ Examples: BERT, RoBERTa

❑ Good parts of decoders and encoders? 
❑ What’s the best way to pretrain them? 
❑ Examples: (default) Transformer, T5, BART



Pretraining and finetuning encoders

❑ So far, we’ve looked at language model 
pretraining. But encoders get bidirectional 
context, so we can’t do language modeling!

❑ Idea: replace some fraction of words in the 
input with a special [MASK] token; predict 
these words. 

❑ Only add loss terms from words that are 
“masked out.” If !𝑥 is the masked version of 𝑥, 
we’re learning 𝑃! 𝑥 !𝑥) called Masked LM.
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BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers

❑ Devlin et al., 2018 proposed the “Masked LM” objective and released the weights of 
their pretrained Transformer (BERT). 
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Details about Masked LM for BERT: 
q Predict a random 15% of (sub)word tokens. 
q Replace input word with [MASK] 80% of the time 
q Replace input word with a random token 10% of the time 
q Leave input word unchanged 10% of the time (but still predict it!) 

ü Why? Doesn’t let the model get complacent and not build strong representations 
of non-masked words. (No masks are seen at fine-tuning time!)

[Devlin et al., 2018]



BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers

❑ Unified Architecture: As shown below, there are minimal differences between the pre-
training architecture and the fine-tuned version for each downstream task
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[Devlin et al., 2018]



BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers

❑ The pretraining input to BERT was two separate contiguous chunks of text:

❑ BERT was trained to predict whether one chunk follows the other or is randomly 
sampled. 
o Later work; RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) has argued this “next sentence prediction” is not necessary.
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[Devlin et al., 2018]



Details about BERT Training

❑ Two models were released: 
o BERT-base: 12 layers, 768-dim hidden states, 12 attention heads, 110 million params. 
o BERT-large: 24 layers, 1024-dim hidden states, 16 attention heads, 340 million params. 

❑ Trained on: 
o BooksCorpus (800 million words) 
o English Wikipedia (2,500 million words) 

❑ Pretraining is expensive and impractical on a single GPU. 
o BERT was pretrained with 64 TPU chips for a total of 4 days 
o (TPUs are special tensor operation acceleration hardware) 

❑ Finetuning is practical and common on a single GPU 
o “Pretrain once, finetune many times.”
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[Devlin et al., 2018]



BERT: Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers
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BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers

❑ BERT was massively popular and hugely versatile; finetuning BERT led 
to new state-of-the-art results on a broad range of tasks.
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[Devlin et al., 2018]

BERT-base was chosen to have the same number of parameters as OpenAI’s GPT



Extension of BERT

❑ You’ll see a lot of BERT variants like RoBERTa, SpanBERT, ++ 
o RoBERTa: mainly just train BERT for longer and remove next sentence prediction!
o SpanBERT: masking contiguous spans of words makes a harder, more useful 

pretraining task
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[Liu et al., 2019; Joshi et al., 2020]



Limitations of pretrained encoders

❑ If your task involves generating sequences, consider using a pretrained 
decoder; BERT and other pretrained encoders don’t naturally lead to 
nice autoregressive (1-word-at-a-time) generation methods.
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Pretraining for three types of architectures

❑ Simple left-to-right language models! 
❑ Nice to generate from; can’t condition on future words 
❑ Examples: GPT-2, GPT-3, LaMDA
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Decoders

Encoders

Encoder-
Decoders

❑ Gets bidirectional context – can condition on future! 
❑ Masked language models
❑ Examples: BERT, RoBERTa

❑ Good parts of decoders and encoders? 
❑ What’s the best way to pretrain them? 
❑ Examples: (default) Transformer, T5, BART



Pretraining encoder-decoders

❑ What Raffel et al., 2018 found to work best was span
corruption. Their model: T5. 

❑ Replace different-length spans from the input with 
unique placeholders (<x>, <y>); decode out the spans 
that were removed!
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[Raffel et al., 2018]



Pretraining encoder-decoders

❑ Raffel et al., 2018 found encoder-decoders to work better than decoders for their 
tasks, and span corruption (denoising) to work better than language modeling.
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Pretraining encoder-decoders

A fascinating property of T5: 
❑ finetune to answer a wide range of questions, 

retrieving knowledge from its parameters
❑ Multi-task learning
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GPT3, in-context learning, and VERY large language models

❑ So far, we’ve interacted with pretrained models in two ways: 
o Sample from the distributions they define 
o Fine-tune them on a task we care about, and then take their predictions

❑ Emergent behavior: Very large language models seem to perform 
some kind of learning without gradient steps simply from examples 
you provide within their contexts. 
o GPT-3 is the canonical example of this. The largest T5 model had 11 billion 

parameters. GPT-3 has 175 billion parameters
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In-context learning

❑ Step 1: Specify the task to be performed, 
❑ Step 2: the conditional distribution mocks performing the task to a 

certain extent.
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Input (prefix within a single Transformer decoder context):

Output (conditional generation)

“
thanks -> merci 
hello -> bonjour 
mint -> menthe 
otter ->
”

loutre …



In-context learning

❑ Very large language models seem to perform some kind of learning without gradient 
steps simply from examples you provide within their contexts.
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Remarks

❑We learned about GPT-X, BERT, T5 and other large pre-trained 
language models

❑ Emergent in-context learning is not yet well-understood!
❑ “Small” models like BERT have become general tools in a wide range of 

settings.
❑Many issues left to explore!

o Bias, toxicity, and fairness
o Other capabilities such as reasoning, planning, knowledge base ..
o Grounding on robotics, vision, etc.
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Next

❑Next lectures on 
o Prompting with Large Language Models
o Neural Net Debugging

❑HW2 release 
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